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YATES CHRISTMAS NEWS
A Happy and Healthy Holiday Season to everyone.
This time last year I guess we had all hoped that 2021 would be totally back to
normal, but that was not to be. Perhaps in 2022? The year has been very hard on a
lot of people, although in fairness Ingrid and I have been doing reasonably well. There
is something positive in taking stock of what is really important. No globe-trotting, of
course, and yet we have not really missed that. Instead, it has been affirming to enjoy
what is around us.
The big family news of 2021 is that Vicky and Matt got married, just in the past few
days, and hence the delay in sending out our newsletter. It was an intimate, just lovely
family affair in Frome. They have been together for several years, and it was so nice
to see them celebrate their special day. Some of the family could be here, though not
all. Pete, Colleen, Pippa, Vivi and Felicity came across from Luxembourg - we hadn’t
seen them for over two years. And our UK based contingent were at the weekend
celebrations. Mandy, Dave and Sophia. Dan and Mehrnaz.
But sadly Dave, Eugene, Hannah and Will could not make it from the US, although we
did see them earlier in 2021 in a ‘lockdown break’. Michala, Zoe and Kaylee also
could not make it from Australia; Zoom came to the rescue, as so many times before.
We hope to see them somewhere in the world in 2022. Michala will be starting
studies to become a paramedic, so it is a period of much transition for her.
As I write this, Dan and Mehrnaz are heading to Canada - to start with as a kind of
‘look-see’, but with a view to a more permanent stay. Mehrnaz’s parents have now
relocated from Iran to Toronto so they will be together over the Christmas season.
We will see Dan & Mehrnaz in early Spring. The ‘global Yates’ tradition continues.
The other members of the family are doing well.
There is a strong ‘tech’ streak out there, Dave in Fintech in Manhattan; Mandy &
Dave network engineering in the UK; Pete still at the EIB managing digital affairs;
Vicky freelancing in design with a strong online focus; and Dan & Mehrnaz running
their green tech startup, Greener.io. Mick is still a Visiting Professor at Leeds, doing
occasional lectures on data & photo ethics.
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Obviously travel has been curtailed for all of
us. One trip we did make, after three
cancellations, was to see Ingrid’s Mam, Franka,
in Holland. She is now 91. We won’t dwell on
the number of PCR’s and lateral flow tests
involved (words and processes we never knew
but now we are all totally au fait with). But it
was good to see her. We will try again in the
New Year, as Mam’s health is not great right
now, lockdown rules notwithstanding.
Photography has been a large part of what has
been going on for Mick in 2021. He became a
Fellow of the Royal Photographic Society, quite
an honour, and was the curator of two
exhibitions featuring the work of local
photographers about their personal pandemic
experience. These were very well received, and
even hit the BBC news.
It has been inspiring and healthy to walk the
local countryside with friends when possible,
cameras in hand. Somerset and Wiltshire are
not Scotland, but both have fascinating history
and countryside which are a joy to explore.
Michala and the girls have been at the other
end of the camera, modelling. It is wonderful
to see how at ease they all are. Three naturals,
all beautiful and having fun together. And in
2021 Eugene has also been able to restart her
family photography business. Spot the second
theme? And finally: Mick is in a small group of
local photographers who have just launched a
new photo festival - Photo|Frome - aiming to
start next Summer. We will begin small, but
watch out Les Rencontres D’Arles :-)
It just remains to wish everyone the very best
for 2022. Success, and most of all good health.
e-mail: mick@yatesweb.com
e-mail: ingrid@yatesweb.com
Mick +44 7920 090 972
Ingrid +44 7899 912 984

Blog: www.yatesweb.com
www.mickyatesphotography.com
Twitter, Instagram: mickyates
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